Paul's Auto Service, LLC and Power Equipment Launches Their
New Website
The new website, a product of Web Services CT, is easy to navigate and allows
consumers to find the information they need quickly and easily, reports
PaulsAutoRepair.com
East Hartford, CT -- January 11, 2016 (FPRC) -- Paul's Auto Repair , LLC and Power Equipment
proudly announces the launch of their completely redesigned, responsive website thanks to local
website company Web Services CT (www.WebServicesCT.com). The new site offers a completely
redesigned layout, on a WordPress CMS, along with an appointment form. In addition, it now
provides an updated blog with the latest auto repair tips and news from their shop. Individuals
should check the site out to see the latest work, helpful advice and learn how Paul's Auto Repair
Services can be of help to any driver.
"One may assume they are saving money by skipping recommended maintenance for their vehicle,
but it will likely cost the owner more in the long run-routine maintenance is key in keeping your
vehicle running strong and saving you in expensive repairs. Regular oil changes are needed to
ensure your vehicle's engine stays clean and lubricated, as the oil helps reduce friction that leads to
wear and tear on engine parts. A year of oil changes costs, on average, $160, yet the cost of
replacing/repairing the engine because the driver failed to take this simple step will be far more
expensive. Our facility offers oil changes, brakes, engine repairs, tires and more," Paul Leblanc,
owner of Paul's Auto Repair, LLC and Power Equipment, announces.
Many individuals remember to rotate their tires, have their brakes inspected and get oil changes
regularly, yet fail to remember less frequent car maintenance tasks. Timing belt replacement needs
to be done according to the car maker's maintenance schedule. When a person fails to replace the
timing belt and it breaks, the car will stop running. In some cases, a new belt is the only thing that is
needed, yet others find they need the engine repaired and this could run into the thousands of
dollars.
"Don't hesitate to ask your mechanic for recommendations on work to be done to your car.
Preventative maintenance is recommended to ensure the car runs properly at all times, avoiding
untimely breakdowns. We never wish to see our customers stranded as a result of a lack of
maintenance. We'll work with you to keep your car running at all times, and we offer competitive
rates compared to other Connecticut auto repair facilities," Leblanc states.
The new website presents information on Automotive Services offered and also features a section
on Power Equipment Services. Visitors to the site will find it is easy to navigate and the information
they desire is right at their fingertips. The blog is a useful resource for every driver and power
equipment owner and offers advice, how-tos and guides on keeping your vehicle and equipment
running efficiently.
"Check the site out today to schedule an appointment or feel free to comment on our blogs. If you
have any questions or concerns, don't hesitate to call us either. We are more than happy to assist
you in any way we can," Leblanc promises.
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About Paul's Auto Repair, LLC and Power Equipment
A family owned and operated business, Paul's Auto Repair, LLC and Power Equipment takes a
great deal of pride in the work they do, which is why not only offering a quality product and service
at an affordable price means so much, but also presenting the company in a professional and
friendly manner is a must. This company promises to provide honest, straight-forward answers to
whatever the client's mechanical problem may be and treats each vehicle like one of their own,
making sure the job is done right the first time.
Contact Information
For more information contact Paul Leblanc of Paul's Auto Repair, LLC & Power Equipment
(http://www.paulsautorepair.com/)
(860) 568-8819
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